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Book Reviews
hostility to the defendants’ advocacy of social justice causes,
including racial equality and basic labor rights in the Oklahoma
City area. Critically, this perspective allows the reader to see
the authorities not simply as ideologically crazed buffoons,
overreacting in mob-like fashion to overblown threats, but
rather in a more familiar and threatening light as defenders of
a system of class and racial domination. Similarly, while Books
on Trial goes to great lengths to acknowledge the problematic
implications of Communist Party membership near the height
of Stalinist terror in the Soviet Union, its empathetic attention to
the defendants’ lives before, during, and after the trials presents
them as decent, well-intentioned people who were prepared
to sacrifice a great deal for the cause of racial equality, labor
rights, and other prerequisites of a just society.
Another virtue of Books on Trial is the light it sheds on the
history of criminal syndicalism laws. Between 1917 and the
start of the Second World War, about half of the states adopted
criminal syndicalism statutes aimed at criminalizing attempts
to effect social change by violent means—and in particular at
criminalizing the radical labor union, the Industrial Workers
of the World (IWW). But these statutes were actually written in such a fashion that mere membership in or support for
an organization that could in any way be associated with a
revolutionary agenda could be prosecuted as a serious felony,
regardless of whether the defendant or anyone connected to him
or her actually contemplated revolutionary violence. Between
1917 and 1969, when the Supreme Court finally held that political radicalism could only be prosecuted when accompanied by
some genuine and imminent threat, thousands of people were
charged with criminal syndicalism, and hundreds were convicted and sentenced to prison. At first, most defendants were
with the IWW; by the late 1920s and 1930s Communists were
increasingly targeted, particularly where they participated in
contentious labor disputes.
Despite their widespread enforcement and the enormous
effects they had on radical movements, criminal syndicalism
laws have commanded little attention from scholars. A major
reason for this seems to be that such laws were enacted at the
state level and then enforced locally, making them less visible
from the vantages scholars typically take on the history of civil
liberties. Although Books on Trial is a case study, it nonetheless
represents an important step away from this traditional neglect
of criminal syndicalism laws. Its account of the Oklahoma City
prosecutions offers a revealing picture of how these laws were
actually enforced and illustrates the local political purposes
usually served by enforcement. In this sense, some of the more
startling facts brought out about the trials, including the way
guilt was imputed by association or by mere possession of Party
literature, actually serve to illustrate practices that were typical
of most criminal syndicalism prosecutions.
What was not typical of criminal syndicalism prosecutions,
though, is something also admirably depicted by Books on
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Trial: the successful construction of a movement to discredit
the prosecutions, free the defendants who had been convicted
and sentenced, and clear those who still awaited trail. The vast
majority of people convicted of criminal syndicalism endured
their punishment in obscurity; and many, particularly IWW
members, served lengthy prison terms. The Oklahoma City defendants escaped this fate largely because their plight was taken
up by the International Labor Defense (ILD), an organization
of the Communist Party famous for its role in the defense of the
so-called Scottsboro Boys. The ILD organized the defendants’
trial defenses and appeals and also played the lead role in a political campaign to bring pressure on the Oklahoma authorities.
As the Weigands make clear, these efforts combined with a shift
in attitudes about communism brought on by the United States’
wartime alliance with the Soviet Union led to all convictions
being overturned (on procedural grounds) and the state deciding to let all the cases drop. To its credit, Books on Trial recounts
all of this while avoiding the tendency, which remains too common among civil liberties scholars, to attribute the defendants’
eventual victory primarily to a self-correcting tendency on
the part of the courts, by which they somehow recover a sober
sense of justice and fidelity to the rule of law after temporarily
abandoning these norms.
To be sure, to the extent that Books on Trial does exhibit an
important flaw, it involves a related habit among civil liberties
scholars to see repressive assaults on civil liberties occurring
in cycles that reflect periods of “hysteria” and “scares” which
punctuate an otherwise largely tolerant attitude towards radical ideas. Books on Trial appears to embrace this problematic
notion. Ironically, though, the book’s full account of the Oklahoma City case actually offers proof of a different perspective
that sees political repression as more ubiquitous and normal
in American history than is usually evident to scholars whose
inquiries are overly focused on high profile cases and metropolitan affairs. As Books on Trial shows, repression all too often
grows out of local conflicts about race, class, and other modes of
power and exploitation. These conflicts do ebb and flow, as do
the ideological disputes that frame them. But the rhythms they
describe are by no means as spare, as dependent on national
politics or the views of national elites, or as geographically uniform as conventional narratives about “Red Scares” (and now
terrorism) would suggest. Ahmed A. White, School of Law,
University of Colorado.
Rights in the Balance: Free Press, Fair Trial, and Nebraska
Press Association v. Stuart. By Mark R. Scherer. Foreword
by James W. Hewitt. Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press,
2008. xxi + 242 pp. Photographs, notes, bibliography, index.
$40.00 cloth.
A good crime story, true crime or fiction, ought to begin
something like this:
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Out on the Plains of westcentral Nebraska,
where the interstate highway fades into the horizon,
you do not expect to find six bodies, among them the
best friend the shooter ever had.
Around 2:30 Saturday afternoon, brothers-inlaw Erwin Charles Simants and Bill Boggs walked
into the Rodeo Bar in Sutherland and began drinking beer, five or six for Simants in the first hour
alone. Around 8:00, Simants left his brother-in-law
at the bar and went to the latter’s home. He smoked
a cigarette, spoke brief ly with his babysitting
thirteen-year-old nephew Butch, and saw, out the
window, the ten-year-old neighbor, Florence Kellie. “Simants . . . went into the Boggses’ bedroom,
retrieved a .22 caliber rifle owned by his brother-inlaw, and loaded it with shells. After telling Butch to
‘keep the kids in here,’ Simants left the house and
headed towards the [Kellies’] . . .” (Scherer, 23). His
killing spree over in roughly 45 minutes, Simants
returned to the Rodeo Bar and ordered a beer.

What you have just read is a fair paraphrase of how this
book begins . . . in chapter 2. I loved Mark Scherer’s Rights
in the Balance . . . once I got into chapter 2. My advice: buy
the book; skip the front matter and chapter 1 until you’ve read
chapter 2; then, once hooked, go back and read the opening
material.
Asked to review Rights in the Balance, I was worried. It is
a book about the media intervening in a criminal trial to assert
the right to publish news about the trial. How exciting could that
possibly be? The story of the murder itself might be exciting,
as might the story about the hunt for the killer. But motions and
briefs, groups of brainstorming lawyers, appeals—even all the
way to the United States Supreme Court—do I really want to
read this? Having read it, my answer is a resounding “Yes!”
This is the story of small town life and a tragedy compounded by its location. It is the story of Great Plains media
outlets leading the charge to enforce the right to Freedom of
the Press—the named party is Media of Nebraska, not the New
York Times (as in the Pentagon Papers) or the Washington Post
(as in Watergate). And it is the story of a group of Great Plains
lawyers, many of them graduates of Creighton University Law
School (including Jim Koley, after whom my endowed professorship in constitutional law is named), and all of them as intelligent, insightful, tenacious, and, in the end, victorious as any
Ivy League lawyers officed on Wall Street.
It is the story of the United States Supreme Court case that
held that there can be no secret criminal trials except in those
exceedingly rare cases where closing the court is “compelled”—
where, for example, there is a clearly shown interest of national
security, and no way to achieve this “compelling state interest”
except by infringing this fundamental value of open trials.
© 2009 Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart establishes the public’s right to attend criminal trials and the right of the press to
attend on behalf of the the public that cannot, or chooses not, to
do so. There shall be no Star Chamber in the United States. We
shall know how our judges and prosecutors operate. We shall
know what goes on inside the courtroom, for the doors shall be
open.
Mark Scherer has succeeded in making this narrative of
constitutional brainstorming, brief writing, and appellate arguing most exciting. It is a story well told. My hope is that he’s
sitting at a desk somewhere right now working on another book.
G. Michael Fenner, School of Law, Creighton University.
Queer Inclusions, Continental Divisions: Public Recognition of Sexual Diversity in Canada and the United States.
By David Rayside. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008.
xvi + 388 pp. Maps, tables, figures, notes, index. $75.00 cloth,
$35.00 paper.
Queer Inclusions is a fascinating and well-written comparative examination of the politics of sexual diversity in
Canada and the United States. David Rayside focuses on how
political and legal issues affecting gay and lesbian relationship
recognition, parenting, and schooling have played out in these
two countries over the last decade. The author, who is not a
lawyer, does an excellent job reviewing law reform processes
and outcomes in an accurate yet not overly technical manner.
His reliance on a variety of methodological techniques makes
for a solid, well-tested analysis. In particular, I found his comparative analyses on the influence of religious beliefs and the
impact of differences in legislative decision making in the two
countries extremely interesting.
I would raise some quibbles with the work. The book
purports to be about all queer people, but bisexuals and transgendered or transsexual people rarely have any separate consideration. While the book ambitiously tackles three complex
fields, I would have loved to have seen some discussion on how
issues related to sexual diversity and military service or sexual
expression have played out.
My most serious criticism of the work is that it is not, as its
title suggests, about queer inclusion across the continent. Rather it mainly focuses on the politics and controversies in major
cities like Toronto, New York, Vancouver, and San Francisco.
Little is said about how the politics of queer inclusions played
out across the Great Plains jurisdictions. For example, Rayside
(who lives in Toronto) does not mention that the Alberta government invoked the controversial notwithstanding clause to
insulate a law purporting to prohibit same-sex marriages from
judicial review, or that the first same-sex marriage challenge
came out of Manitoba in 1975, or that an important case effectively denying gay and lesbian teachers the right to reveal their
sexual orientation to students was decided by Manitoba courts

